
MARXISM AND INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS

Lecture notes



Outline

Key terms and propositions within Marxism 

Marxism and IR:  What is the relevance of Marxism today? Is
Marxism helpful to explain current IR issues and processes? 

Criticisms to Marxist theory within IR



} Karl Marx (1818-1883), witnessed 
Industrial Revolution (1760-1840) 
and highly influenced by 
Enlightenment ideas (rationalism, 
liberty, progress, tolerance etc.)

} Questions the uneven impacts of 
capitalism on welfare distribution, 
and analyzes inequalities

} Marxism:  A theory of capitalism, 
Marxist theory of Capitalism (a 
critical analysis of capitalism) 



} Marxism is not primarily concerned with formation of 
states or the relations btw them

} Tries to understand origins and functioning of capitalism
} How did capitalist mode of production and thus 

sovereign state systems emerge? (unit of analysis: 
mode of production)

} Revolutionary approach to politics: Communism
} Organise “proletariat” into a politically revolutionary 

movement to encounter the unequal effects of capitalism 
which were accelerated by Industrial Revolution.

¨Socialism à Communism



Key terms and propositions
} Economic development is the motor of history

} The central activity of society is economic production

Does Marx reduce everything to
economy? Is Marxism economic

reductionist?



Key terms and propositions
} emphasis on totality → social world has to be analysed as 

a totality (his ‘social theory’)

} academic division of social world into different areas of 
inquiry – history, philosophy, economics, political science, 
sociology, IR – is not helpful

} The social world has to be understood as a totality, but 
economics lie behind many aspects of life



Historical Materialism
} Historical materialism – a materialist conception of 

history → changes in IR is explained as “reflection of the 
economic development of society”

} History and human development proceed by social
conflicts over material conditions/interests, not by
conflicts over ideas (Marxian vs. Hegelian dialectics)

¨Because, materiality best explains the human 
need for “survival”

} These material conditions/needs are also historical, they 
can change over space and time (often by human action). 



Historical Materialism
} A method of social inquiry
} Society is made up of structured relations between 

social groups with different and conflicting interests-
“classes”

} Society is made up of  “classes”
} Mode of production: 

} Two main classes (of analysis):
“Bourgeoisie” and “Proletariat”





Key terms and propositions
} Mode of production → capitalist mode of production

a. Material base of production
q Means of production – such as factories, raw materials, machines, 

tools – are owned by one class – the capitalists/bourgeoisie
q Labour power - workers have to sell their labour to the capitalist 

class in order to survive

b. Social base of production – relations btw social 
forces, namely btw the capitalist, worker, and the object 
(and its utility) produced



Capital(ist) Accumulation
} Source of surplus: 

} Means of production + labor power = commodity
} The capitalist owns the means of production (capital) pays the worker the 

wage in return for their labour-power,

} But sells the commodities with profit, and gets the surplus

Consequently, s/he ends up with more than he started off with 
(accumulates capital!)

The surplus keeps the business going (often via more investment) 
and exploitation deepens, as the capitalist accumulates more wealth





MARXIAN APPROACH TO ACCUMULATION



THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF OUR TIME
} Base/superstructure 

model → developments of 
the economic base determine 
political, cultural and 
ideological spheres of social 
life!!!

} “the mode of production of 
material life conditions the 
social, political and intellectual 
life process in general” Marx 
(1859), Contribution to the 
Critique of Political Economy



MARXISM IN A NUTSHELL
What’s mentioned so far?

} https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz3eOb6Yl1s (first 2 
minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=Vz3eOb6Yl1s


Marxism and IR
} 20th century IR in historical perspective

} Predominantly Western discipline: Anglo-American
} Influenced by context of Cold War
} Focused on: state security, international order, diplomatic 

relations, international organizations
} Little attention to International Political Economy

} 1970s emphasis on IPE,  then post-modernism, critical 
approaches



Marxism and IR
} emphasis on structure à global capitalism

} Argument: he structure of global capitalist system is 
decisive in approaching major issues in international 
relations such as wars and/or treaties

¨ Claim: Realists’ conceptualizations of “anarchy”, “power” or 
“international society” of English School, they are all illusions and 
myths about the world.

} Class → both at the national and international 
level! (there’s a global division of labor, too!)



IR and Marxism
} How would Marxism (and historical materialism) then 

explain some of the  problems within the IR as a 
discipline

} War and peace

} Conflict and cooperation

} Structure 

} Agency



IR and Marxism 
An Irrelevant Debate for IR?
} “Marxism was once regarded as having little value for students 

of international relations” (Andrew Linklater) 
} “the challenge of Marxism to established patterns of thought, 

and to the existing state system, has led to its exclusion from
the academic domain” (Fred Halliday 1994:  47).

Why? 
} main concerns of Marxism (i.e. social classes, modes of 

production, exploitation) resonates less with the major 
concerns of IR!

} States and other political actors are the central units in IR 
after all, not modes of production (capitalism, in this sense)…



IR and Marxism
} NEVERTHELESS, Marxism could serve as a powerful tool 

to understand inequality and oppression in world system

Third World studies – especially since 1970s → emphasis on 
developing a critical approach vis-a-vis global forms of 
dominance and dependence (‘the dependistas’)

Major concerns of IR such as war, peace, nationalism and the 
state cannot be understood in isolation from class inequality, 
systems of production and technological revolutions

Marxism is useful to understand globalisation – there is a 
different understanding of the ‘international sphere’ in Marxism 
– not limited to relations between states but as a structure of 
“economic and social relations as a whole (the social as 
‘totality’)”



World Systems Approach
} Immanuel Wallerstein 

(influenced by dependency 
theory)

} current world system emerged 
in Europe around 16th century

} All politics takes place within 
the framework of a capitalist 
world economy

} its driving force is “global 
capitalism”: “a world system 
of production for sale in a 
market for profit and 
appropriation of this profit”



World Systems Approach
Global division of labor

and international 
exploitation:

} Relations between “core” 
and “periphery” is based 
on dependency and 
exploitation of periphery

→ a process through which 
wealth (production surplus)
is drained from periphery to 
core
→ the rich gets richer and 
poor gets poorer 



World Systems Theory

} Wallerstein added a ‘semi-
periphery’ category to the
traditional core-periphery
economic zones

} semi-periphery → has an 
intermediate role possessing 
characteristics of both core 
and periphery (i.e. BRICS for 
2000s & MINT for 2010s(?) )

} a hybrid industrial base → a 
zone for industries that no 
longer profitably produce in 
core e.g. textile & automotive



World systems theory

} Wallerstein

} International relations are based on dependency
} He uses broader units of analysis than “states”, these units 

are world systems (intra-regional or inter-regional 
systems composed of core and periphery units)

} All in all, relations of dependency and inequality are 
essential to understand global capitalism and cannot be 
easily neglected in the study of IR. 



Core: democratic governments; high wages; import raw materials and 
export manufactures; high investments; usually comprehensive welfare 
services (the US?)
Semi-periphery: authoritarian governments; export and import 
manufactures and raw materials; low wages; usually weak welfare services 
Periphery: non-democratic regimes; export raw materials and import 
manufactures; lower wage levels; usually weaker welfare services



World System Theory



Criticisms
} economic determinism → to what extent political actors, 

events or the state can be understood in relation to
socio-economic structure of society

} Political and ideological spheres are secondary to 
the economic one

} Because, mode of production (base) determines broader 
social and political spheres (superstructure)

¨ Base > Superstructure



Criticisms
} Due to economic reductionism 
→ Marxists ignore crucial aspects of IR such as →
nationalism, balance of power and the role of geopolitics 
or geopolitical competition in IR

} Nationalism has proven superior to class loyalties
in mobilizing masses among oppressed and oppressers 
alike (people now affiliate themselves with nationalistic 
agendas rather than classes)



Criticisms
} Marxism reduces agency to classes; ignoring other 

actors and political subjectivities (i.e. identity politics 
based on –gender, race, religion, disability, age, creed etc.) 
due to his sole emphasis on relations of production

} To what extent is working class capable of change in 
society? What happened to industrial labour? Are they 
able to organize around the proletariat flag today?

} To what extent capitalism is superseded by socialism –
this idea proved immature (the end of Cold War?)


